Colinton Primary School Homework – Monday 16 March - Thursday 2 April 2020
Numeracy

Easter is approaching. Find out about an
Easter tradition from a different part of the
world and share your learning in a creative
way. You could make a powerpoint, a poster

Writing

Fitness Focus

Choose a style of poetry to

Aim to be active for at

Use Sum Dog to practice times tables –

practice: Scots, limericks,

least 1 hour over the

aim to increase speed and accuracy.

haikus, shape, villanelle.

weekends. This can be in

You can choose what it is

one go or split up into

about.

shorter times. Activities

Mystery of the Missing Glue Sticks.

can include bike riding,

or use an app like Pic Collage.

running, yoga, swimming,
dancing etc.

Colinton Counts

Reading

Art/Maths

Research

Our theme this time is

Choose a different ‘book detective’ task

Design a rug using

Research careers that you

Number Bonds.

each week to do for your school book.

repeating symmetrical

could have with ‘STEM’.

patterns. Can you include

(Science, technologies,

symmetrical colours?

engineering, maths)

Encourage your child to
experiment with calculating which two

If you have finished your book, write a

numbers can make 100. For example:

summary or review which is at least 2

* 60 + ? = 100

paragraphs.

? + 80 = 100

** 45 + ? = 100

Which of these jobs could

? + 27 =

you see yourself doing?

*** work with numbers to and beyond 1000

Why?

230+?= 1000
French

Topic

Spelling

You should try to learn the

Make a note of all the

Practice your spelling

vocabulary for as many classroom objects as

chemical changes/reactions happening in

words. Write them in

What begins with T, ends

you can:- eg. pencil, pen, ruler, rubber, book,

your house. What clues tell you they are

sentences and look up

with T and has T in it?

calculator, pencil case, teacher, computer,

chemical reactions? Check they are not

their definitions if not

chair, desk, etc.

simply physical changes.

sure.

*How did you feel about your homework?

*Parent signature (and comment, if needed):

Riddle

